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DPRK Poses a Threat to U.S.

Unha-3 SLV

Taepo Dong 2
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North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Tests
October 2006 – Very small
yield, a partially failed
“fizzle” (>1 kt?)
•

• May 2009 – Small yield
estimated 2-6 kilotons
• February 2013 - A more
powerful explosion – “several
kilotons” (James Clapper,
director of U.S. intelligence,)
6 to 7 kilotons (South Korea
Defense Ministry)

DPRK Nuclear Test Site
Source: ISIS (2012)
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Impact of DPRK Missile/Nuclear Programs on
U.S. Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) Plans


Impact has been substantial: the single biggest factor
driving U.S. planning, and anxieties, since downfall
of the USSR in early 1990’s
• Iran challenge has been prominent in recent years, but …
• DPRK a constantly growing challenge since 1993-94
• 1998 DPRK Taepo Dong-1 test







DPRK nuclear/missile testing since 2003 has boosted
these anxieties; DPRK overheated rhetoric, regime
instability have further aggravated this situation
Now only scattered U.S. public opposition to a thin
strategic defense vs. greater mid-1990’s opposition
DPRK 2013 rhetoric solidified U.S. public support
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Strategic Posture Review Commission
on Missile Defense (2009)
Perry-Schlesinger panel got it right on missile defense:
“Ballistic missile defense capabilities can play a useful role in support
of the basic objectives of deterrence, broadly defined, and damage
limitation against limited threats …
“For more than a decade the development of U.S. [BMD] has been
guided by the principles of (1) protecting against limited strikes while
(2) taking into account the legitimate concerns of Russia and China
about strategic stability.” These remain sound guiding principles.
Defenses sufficient to sow doubts in Moscow or Beijing about the
viability of their deterrents could lead them to take actions that increase
the threat to the United States and its allies and friends…
“China may already be increasing the size of its ICBM force in
response to its assessment of the U.S. missile defense program.”
[emphasis added]

America’s Strategic Posture
2009, pp. 31-32
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How DPRK Missile/Nuclear
Challenge Affects China’s Strategy




China adheres to a minimum/finite nuclear deterrence strategy,
suitable for its needs
Strategy quite sensitive to presence/size of adversary BMD
• Modest U.S. BMD deployments may already be influencing Chinese
nuclear deployments, likely penetration aid development/deployment







DPRK capabilities and especially its belligerent rhetoric left
U.S. no choice but to pursue modest increased deployment of
additional interceptors
Unless DPRK/Iran threats can be capped, there is some
prospect of a mini offense-defense cycle, with adverse
implications for strategic and crisis stability, arms control, etc.
Would strengthen case for China to deploy its own BMD,
and/or more warheads/missiles with adverse impact on U.S.
and Russia, provoking Russia, U.S. to secure their deterrents 6

Chinese Perceptions of Current U.S. BMD
Intentions and Capabilities


“It’s not for me to say,” and is important to distinguish
between public rhetoric and internal thinking, but there is
clearly Chinese uneasiness.
• BMD work with Japan also likely creates tensions











China should not worry under current U.S. strategic BMD
planning, but plans could change, as they have in past
Even if U.S. BMD deployments increased, China can take
steps to ensure its nuclear deterrent credibility
Isolated U.S. voices calling for building enough BMD to
counter China should not be taken seriously. Support in U.S.
is not there, especially given budget tightness.
China likely sees U.S. capabilities as modest but some
capability growth likely, especially at tactical level.
George Bush only sought 40 interceptors, which should allay
Chinese anxieties
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U.S. Views of Chinese BMD
Policies and Intentions










“China is proceeding with the research and development of a
missile defense umbrella consisting of kinetic energy
interceptors at exo-atmospheric altitudes (>80km), as well as
intercepts of ballistic missiles and other aerospace vehicles
within the upper atmosphere
“In January 2010, and again in January 2013, China
successfully intercepted a ballistic missile at mid-course, using
a ground-based missile.”
At a minimum, China appears to be preserving the option of
deploying a BMD system.
India’s Agni-5 and Agni-6 programs must be at least
influencing China’s BMD thinking – India deploying Agni-5
in 2015, Agni-6 testing to begin as early as 2017
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India developing BMD as well, could increase Chinese interest

BMD Perceptions and
Deterrence Dynamics






Key to understanding BMD and deterrence
dynamics is to recognize that confidence in
BMD is not a zero-sum game
To the extent U.S. confidence in its BMD falls
short of perfection, adversary confidence in its
ability to penetrate U.S. missile defenses does
not increase by a corresponding amount, or
anywhere near it
Perceptions of possible BMD performance are
at least as, if not more, important to deterrence
than real capability
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The Key Role of Risk Aversion
in Crisis Stability






When considering nuclear weapons
employment issues, countries are usually
strongly risk averse
Other countries may, but U.S. does not see its
BMD as an attack shield, to mop up after a
U.S. first strike – U.S. is risk averse, too
This nuclear risk aversion inhibits escalation in
a crisis, giving rise to a “missile defense
hysteresis” phenomenon
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What is Missile Defense Hysteresis?








Facing a threat from a small nuclear power like
DPRK or Iran -- and aware of its BMD limitations
-- the U.S. cannot count on its BMD working
reasonably well
Facing U.S. missile defenses, a small nuclear
power cannot count on U.S. BMD not working
reasonably well
Each side may be deterred by the combined
effects of confidence/outcome uncertainty and
risk aversion, an important island of stability in a
chaotic crisis
This hysteresis is not robust, but it’s not trivial,
and it should not be ignored
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Observations on “Thin Strategic” BMD


The deterrent endurance of thin strategic BMD has
elements of both fragility and robustness:
•
•
•
•





Not affected by small changes in either offense or defense
Is affected by large offense increases
Could be affected by technology changes
Could be eroded by perceptions of regime survival (“what
have I got to lose?”)

More robust against technological change against a
DPRK than an Iran – Iran can bring far more
resources to the “game” than DPRK
No need for BMD to be a contentious U.S.-China
issue if handled correctly

What Forms of Transparency Would Be
Valuable For/Acceptable to Both Sides?




China has long followed a policy of strategic opacity based on
its perception that it is a weaker power, and that transparency
would be harmful. But China is now a much stronger power.
While perhaps useful in the past, opacity is increasingly
harmful to China’s longer-run security interests:
• Improved understanding of China BMD objectives would avoid
possibly destabilizing steps that either side might make as it hedges its
security position, e.g., deploying more warheads, penaids, etc.
• Would not require detailed release of technical data, just broad program
plans and objectives, as the U.S. does; also would not bar changing
plans over time – U.S. does this all the time





Other confidence building measures such as testing notifications, limited data exchanges, could help build confidence
U.S. has offered multiple measures to Russia, could be
considered with China under proper circumstances
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Observations on “Thin Strategic” BMD


The deterrent endurance of thin strategic BMD has
elements of both fragility and robustness:
• Not affected by small changes in either offense or defense
• Is affected by large offense increases
• Could be affected by technology changes or perceptions of
regime survival (“what have I got to lose?”)





More robust against technological change against a
DPRK than an Iran – Iran can bring far more
resources to bear than DPRK
Neither the U.S. nor China will allow its nuclear
deterrent capability to be eroded and will take
whatever steps are necessary to preserve it
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